COURSE AGENDA, Day 1

Note that sessions in red will be broadcast live and times are listed in US EST

Friday 11 February

07:00 – 08:00 Last minute registration through ISTM

08:00 – 08:15 Welcome and Introduction
Elizabeth Talbot

08:15 – 09:00 Global Travel and Risk Assessment
Elizabeth Barnett

09:00 – 09:45 Vectors of Disease
Lin Chen

09:45 – 10:30 Vector-Borne Diseases
Henry Wu

10:30 – 10:45 Break

10:45 – 11:30 Malaria/ABC Plus Chemoprophylaxis
Aisha Khatib

11:30 – 12:15 Bites and Envenomation
David Hamer

12:15 – 12:45 Q & A Vectors, Malaria, Bites
David H, Lin,

MODERATOR: Camilla Rothe (Germany)

Henry, Aisha

12:45 – 13:15 Lunch & Learn, Climate Change & Travel
Aisha Khatib &

Camilla Rothe

13:15 – 14:00 Routine Vaccines
Sheila Mackell

14:00 – 14:45 Travel Vaccines
Mary-Louise Scully

14:45 – 15:30 COVID Vaccines
Elizabeth Talbot

15:30 – 16:00 Q & A Vaccines
Elizabeth T,

MODERATOR: Gerard Flaherty (Ireland)

Mary-Louise, Sheila

16:00 – 16:15 Break

16:15 – 17:00 International Panel on Yellow Fever (Vaccines Scenarios)
Jane Chiodini (UK), Leo Visser (Netherlands), Salim Parker (South Africa), Jenny Visser (New Zealand), Mary-Louise Scully (United States)

MODERATOR: Yen Bui (Canada)

17:00 – 17:15 End of Day 1 remarks, Day 2 announcements
Elizabeth Talbot
COURSE AGENDA, Day 2
Note that sessions in red will be broadcast live and times are listed in US EST

Saturday 12 February

08:00 – 08:40  International Panel on Malaria
Dipti Patel (UK), Pat Schlagenhauf (Swiss), Steve Schofield (Canada), Mike Starr (Australia)
MODERATOR: Francesco Castelli (Italy)

8:45 – 9:30 Adventure Travel, Altitude, Diving
9:30 – 10:15 Child /Pregnant/Breastfeeding Travelers
10:15 – 11:00 High Risk Travelers

11:00 – 11:15 Break

11:15 – 11:45 Visiting Friends and Relatives
11:45 – 12:15 Q & A Complicated Travelers
MODERATOR: Christina Coyle (United States)

12:15- 12:45 Lunch & Learn, Aerospace Travel Medicine

12:45 – 13:30 Coronavirus I
(Global Epidemic, Air & Sea traveler advice, Insurance, Testing Updates, Resources)
13:30 – 14:15 Coronavirus II
(Clinical manifestations, Long COVID, Treatment, Evusheld)

14:15 – 15:00 Food and Water Exposure, Travelers Diarrhea

15:00 – 15:15 Break

15:15 – 16:00 Epidemiology Made Relevant
16:00 – 16:45 Ill Return Traveler

16:45 – 17:15 Q&A – Last Chance for Questions
MODERATOR: David Shlim (United States)

17:15 – 17:30 Closing remarks, housekeeping